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1. Outline of the study

The no-da construction and the politeness marking by mas in Japanese involve the speaker’s attitude. 
For example, (1) is used in a situation where a student reports the reason for her absence to her teacher. 

(1)  Kaze-o   hiki-mas-ita.      Ame-ni nure-ta     no-desu.       (Kuno 1973:144) 
    cold-ACC catch-POL-PAST    rain-by  get.wet-PAST NO-DA.POL 
    ‘I caught a cold. (It is because) I got wet in the rain.’ 

The student intends to be polite to her teacher with the use of mas and explains why her first statement 
holds in the second one by using the polite form of no-da. That’s why it is called “explanatory” no-da. The 
no-da construction and the politeness marking by mas are perfect in the root context but are also allowed 
in complement clauses with predicates selecting the quotative marker to like hookokus (‘report’) in (2a) 
and (3a), as observed by Miyagawa (2012:93).    

 
(2) a.  Taroo-wa [Hanako-ga   ki-ta     no-da] to hookokus-ita.    
       Taroo-TOP Hanako-NOM come-PAST NO-DA TO report-PAST 
   b. *Taroo-wa [Hanako-ga   ki-ta     no-da] koto-wo  hookokus-ita.    
      Taroo-TOP Hanako-NOM come-PAST NO-DA KOTO-ACC report-PAST 

‘Taro reported that Hanako came.’ 
 
(3) a.  Taroo-wa [Hanako-ga   ki-mas-ita]    to  hookokus-ita.     
      Taroo-TOP Hanako-NOM come-MAS-PAST TO  report-PAST 
   b. *Taroo-wa [Hanako-ga   ki-mas-ita]    koto-wo   hookokus-ita.   
      Taroo-TOP Hanako-NOM come-MAS-PAST KOTO -ACC report-PAST 

‘Taro reported that Hanako came.’                 
 

They are disallowed in complement clauses with koto (‘fact’) as shown in (2b) and (3b). 
Hopper and Thompson (1973, H&T) have tried to identify the range of non-root declarative clauses 

that are compatible with the so-called root transformations (RTs) listed by Emonds (1970). Such clauses 
have been characterized as ‘assertive,’ ‘nonfactive’ or ‘novel’ complements by various researchers (Cattell 
1978, Hegarty 1990, i.a.). H&T analyze RTs as emphatic, and the no-da construction can be regarded as 
emphatic, too. In embedded instances of RTs, then, it has to be clarified which is the emphasizer: the 
speaker or the matrix subject. This study is an attempt to answer the question based on the ‘assessor sen-
sitivity’ proposed by Stephenson (2007) and ‘immediateness requirement’ by Pearson (to appear), which 
apply to attitude predicates. One influential approach to embedded main clause phenomena (MCP) is to 
assume some kind of CP recursion. After presenting three pieces of evidence on CP recursion, I will at-
tempt to offer a unified analysis of embedded MCP under the CP recursion approach. 
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2. The parallel distributions of no-da and of English root transformations  
 

H&T show that RTs are allowed in complements of verbs of saying like report in (4a), verbs describ-
ing a mental process like suppose in (4b), and so-called semifactive verbs like recognize in (4c).  

 
(4)  a.  The scout reported that beyond the next hill stood a large fortress. 
   b.  I suppose that most embarrassing of all was falling off the stage.  

  c.  Sally plans for Gary to marry her, and he recognizes that, whether he likes it or not, marry her  
he will.                                             

 
RTs are not allowed in complements of emotive and factive predicates like surprise in (5a) and predicates 
expressing likelihood and probability such as impossible in (5b). 

 
(5)  a. *He was surprised that never in my life had I seen a hippopotamus.  
   b. *It was impossible that each part he had examined carefully.       

 
Bearing on Kuno (1973) among other, Miyagawa (2012) argues that the Japanese topic phrase with wa 
shows patterns similar to those of English RTs. 

Data on the no-da construction can be added to the above line of research. It is allowed with essentially 
the same range of predicates as long as the complement is marked by the quotative marker to.  

 
(6) a.  Taroo-wa [Hanako-ga   tuini   kuru  no-da] to/*koto-wo soozoos-ita. 

     Taro-TOP  Hanako-NOM finally come NO-DA TO/KOTO-ACC imagine-PAST 
     ‘Taro imagined that Hanako would finally come.’ 
 b.  Taroo-wa [Hanako-ga   yat-ta    no-da] to/*koto-ni    kizui-ta.         
     Taro-TOP Hanako-NOM  do-PAST  NO-DA  TO/KOTO-DAT discover-PAST 
     ‘Taro discovered that Hanako did it.’ 
 

(7) a. *Taroo-wa [Hanako-ga   kaba-wo     katteiru no-da] koto/no-ni    odoro-ita.   
    Taro-TOP  Hanako-NOM hippopotamus keep    NO-DA KOTO/NO-DAT be.surprized-PAST 
    ‘Taro was surprised that Hanako kept a hippopotamus.’    
 b. *[Taro-ga  zenbu-no buhin-wo teineini  kensas-ita    no-da] koto/no-wa  arienai. 
     Taro-NOM all-GEN   part-ACC  carefully examine-PAST NO-DA KOTO/NO-TOP impossible 

   ‘It is impossible that Taro examined every part carefully.’        
 

(6a,b,c) correspond to (2) and (4a-c), while the ungrammatical examples in (7a,b) correspond to (5a,b), 
respectively. In this way, embedded instances of the no-da construction fall under the rubric of MCP just 
like English RTs and the Japanese topic wa. 

H&T (1973:495) regard RTs as emphatic, arguing correctly that “it is not appropriate to emphasize 
elements of a sentence whose proposition is already known, whose truth is presupposed, and whose content 
is relegated to the background.” This is why RTs are impossible with factive complements. Then, a ques-
tion arises which is the emphasizer: the speaker or the matrix subject of an assertive predicate. 

 
3. Stephenson’s (2007) assessor sensitivity/immediateness requirement 

 
It is generally accepted that the verb believe is an attitude verb. Pearson (to appear) argues that the 

template for its lexical entry given in (8) can be extended to say and want. Pearson treats them all as attitude 
verbs, which can be regarded roughly as corresponding to those allowing RTs. 

 
(8) ⟦believe⟧g, w = λp ∈ D<s,t>. λx ∈ De.Doxx,w ⊆ p 
   where Doxx,w = {w’: it is compatible with what x believes in w for w to be w’}.  

 
According to Pearson, the underlined part of (8) is to be replaced by the appropriate sets of worlds in the 
lexical entries for say and want. 
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Pearson cites Stephenson (2007), who observes that if epistemic modals like must and might and 
predicates expressing personal taste are embedded by more than one attitude verbs as in (9), it is the im-
mediately higher subject whose knowledge state is relevant. 

 
(9) a.  Maryi thinks that Johnj thinks it must/might be raining, but  
      (i) I know it isn’t / (ii) shei knows it isn’t / (iii) #hej knows it isn’t.  
   b.  Maryi thinks that Johnj thinks the dip tastes good, but  
      (i) I find it disgusting / (ii) shei finds it disgusting / (iii) #hej finds it disgusting.  

 
This property of attitude verbs is referred to as the ‘assessor sensitivity’ by Stephenson (2005) and ‘imme-
diateness requirement’ by Pearson (to appear). 

I argue that RTs and the no-da construction are also subject to the Immediateness Requirement. In 
(10a), the italicized concessive clause expresses Gary’s recognition that the event expressed by the pre-
posed VP is bound to happen. Thus, (10b-i) is felicitous but (10b-ii) is not. 

 
(10) a.  Sally plans for Garyi to marry her, and hei recognizes that, whether hei likes it or not,  
      [VP marry her] hei will.   (=(4c)) 
    b.  (i) I don’t think hei will / (ii) #hei doesn’t think hei will. 
 
(11) a.  Taroi-wa  konomu to konom-aza-ru    ni kakawara-zu Hanako-to   kekkonsu-ru   koto    

    Taro-TOP like     or like-not-NONPAST on depend-not  Hanako-with marry-NONPAST KOTO  
    ni naru   no-da  to ninsikisitei-ru. 

  to become NO-DA TO recognize-NONPAST  
     ‘Taroi recognizes that, whether hei likes it or not, hei will marry Hanako.’ 

   b.  Demo (i) watasi-wa soo nar-anai    to omou /(ii)#karei-wa soo nar-anai   to omottei-ru. 
  but     I-TOP    so  become-not TO think     kare-TOP so become-not TO think-NONPAST 

       ‘But (i) I think it won’t happen / (ii) #hei thinks it won’t happen.’ 
 
(11) is the Japanese translation of (10), and it proves the same point. 

The politeness marker mas is also subject to the immediateness requirement.  
 

(12) a.  Otooto-wa        ki-mas-u.                               
       younger.brother-TOP come-MAS-NONPAST            

‘My younger brother will come.’ 
    b.  Taroo-wa [ otooto-ga          ki-mas-u]        to Yamada kyoozyu  ni it-ta.  
       Taro- TOP  younger.brother-NOM come-MAS-NONPAST TO Yamada professor to say-PAST 
       ‘Taroi told Prof. Yamada that hisi younger brother would come.’   
    c.  Hanako-ga   ki-mas-u         kara    uti-ni   ite-kudasai/*kure. 
       Hanako-NOM come-MAS-NONPAST because home-at stay-IMP.POLITE/IMP.NONPOLITE 
       ‘Since Hanako will come, please stay home.’           (adapted from Miyagawa 2012:96) 

 
With the use of mas, the speaker of (12a) expresses her respect to the hearer instead of her own younger 
brother. In (12b), the matrix subject Taro intends to be polite to Prof. Yamada; it is possible for the speaker 
to use the nonpolite form for the matrix predicate. (12c) involves what Haegeman (2006) calls a peripheral 
adverbial clause. The embedded and matrix imperative predicates of (12c) need to match in politeness 
since only the speaker’s attitude is at stake.  

Miyagawa (2012) claims that both matrix and embedded instances of mas are licensed by an abstract 
higher structure called Speech Act Phrase, which encodes the speaker and the hearer, but the contrast in 
(12b,c) shows that mas is not always licensed by the speaker. It has become clear that mas, no-da and 
embedded instances of RTs in general are subject to the Immediateness Requirement on attitude verbs. 
Instead of the Speech Act Phrase, I will adopt the CP recursion structure for embedded MCP including the 
no-da construction and politeness marking by mas in Japanese. 
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4. Evidence on CP recursion for interrogative complements showing MCP 
4.1. Subject-auxiliary inversion (SAI) in Irish English  

A first piece of evidence on the CP recursion structure is given by McCloskey (2006), who argues 
that the assertive/factive distinction plays a role in licensing the subject-auxiliary inversion (SAI) in em-
bedded interrogative clauses in Irish varieties of English. Drawing on Berman (1991) and Lahiri (1991), 
McCloskey distinguishes the predicates in (13) and (14) as ‘question’ and ‘resolutive’ predicates, respec-
tively. 

 
(13) a.  I wonder was he illiterate.                           (McCloskey 2006:17) 

 b.  She asked the stewards was any member of the committee in the hall. 
   c.  I wonder what is he like at all. 
   d.  I asked him from what source could the reprisal come. 
 
(14) a. *It was amazing who did they invite.                     
   b. *How much had he grown really astonished me.             

 
SAI is allowed in embedded clauses of (13) but not in those of (14). On the other hand, replacing the wh-
interrogatives in (14) with that-clauses is possible but it is not the case in (13).  

 
(15) a.  It was amazing that they invited John (, #but they didn’t invite him).  (McCloskey 2006:29) 
    b.  That he had grown five inches taller astonished me (, #but he had grown only two inches). 
 
(16) a. *They wondered that Susan had been nominated.     

 b. *They asked that Susan had been nominated.                   
 

The matrix predicates of (15) are factive, as shown by the infelicitous status of the second conjunct. Then, 
McCloskey’s question predicates can be regarded as non-factive or attitude verbs selecting interrogative 
clauses. In this way, the assertive/factive distinction cuts across declarative and interrogative clauses. 

SAI in Irish English is impossible with semifactive predicates in (17) but becomes more acceptable if 
the immediately higher clause is interrogative or negative as in (18).  

 
(17) a. *I found out [how did they get into the building]             (McCloskey 2006:3) 
   b. *The police discovered [who had they beaten up]   
   c. *I usually know who might they hire. 
   d. *I remember clearly [how many people did they arrest]   
 
(18) a. ?Do you remember [who did they hire]                    (McCloskey 2006:18) 
   b.  I don’t know [what is it at all]    
   c.  I’ve never found out [if I’d asked him would he really have come with me]  

 
The contrast in (17) and (18) seems to suggest that the immediateness requirement is at work. Namely, 
embedded SAI is more acceptable as the attitude holder is less sure of the event expressed by the embedded 
clause. 

Following Rizzi and Roberts (1989), McCloskey argues that SAI cannot apply to finite interrogative 
complements in standard English since moving an auxiliary verb into C results in a violation of the matrix 
verb’s selectional property: V selects CP and cannot select VP. If this is correct, it follows that embedded 
SAI in Irish English can somehow circumvent the type of selectional violation at stake. Drawing on Iatri-
dou & Kroch’s (1992) analysis of embedded verb second (V2) among others (see also Haegeman 2006, 
de Cuba & Ürögdi 2010), McCloskey adopts the CP recursion structure, where the higher C does not s-
select the lower CP. McCloskey cites (19) from an Irish newspaper, which sounds quite natural even in 
standard English.  
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(19)  But the simple analysis which suggests [CP that because American investment takes place  
  here [CP that we should be a lapdog for their efforts in the war]] is one that I think is quite  
  objectionable and quite offensive.                         (McCloskey 2006:23) 
 

The second that is an ordinary one selecting a finite clause, while the first one seems to select nothing, 
though it is selected by the verb suggest. (19) as well as embedded instances of SAI in Irish English can 
be regarded as supporting CP recursion analyses. 

 
4.2. Que + wh-phrase in Spanish 
 

Secondly, Lahiri (1991) shows that the complementizer que in Spanish can appear before wh-inter-
rogatives selected by ask-type verbs , while it is not the case with know-type verbs.  

 
(20) a.  Te  preguntan [CP que [CP para qué  quieres el péstamo]]    
       you ask.3p       that   for what want.2s the loan 

‘They ask you what you want the loan for.’ 
   b.  Pensó   [CP que [CP cuáles    seían    adecuados]]   
      thought.3s  that    which.ones would.be appropriate 
      ‘He wondered which ones would be appropriate.’        (Rivero 1980:381-382) 
 
(21) a.  El  detective sabe   [CP (*que) [CP quidn la  mató]]   
      the detective know.3s    (*that)   who   her killed.3s 
      ‘The detective knows who killed her.’ 
   b.  Elena se enteró de [CP (*que) [CP por qué  no  la  habían invitado a  la fiesta]] 
      Elena found.out.3s    (*that)   for what not her had.3p invited  to the party 
      ‘Elena found out why they had not invited her to the party.’     (Lahiri 1991:77) 

 
Note that pensor usually corresponds to think in English. It has the meaning of wonder if followed by que 
and wh-interrogative. (20a,b) seem to be a clear piece of evidence to support CP recursion for ask-type or 
interrogative attitude predicates.   

 
4.3. Ka to in Japanese interrogative complements 
 

Thirdly, Nishigauchi (1999:284) observes patterns very similar to (20) and (21) in Japanese. Interrog-
ative complements of ask-type verbs can be followed by the quotative marker to as in (22), which is im-
possible with know-type verbs as shown in (23). 

 
(22)  [Dare-ga   kuru ka-to ] omot-ta/ tazune-ta/ibukat-ta/ kangae-ta/soozoos-ita. 
     who-NOM come Q-TO  wondered/asked/   wondered/pondered/ imagined 
    ‘I wondered/asked/wondered/pondered/imagine who would come.’ 
 
(23)  [Dare-ga   kuru ka (*-to)] sit-ta/osie-ta/wasure-ta/oboe-te-iru/wakat-ta 
     who-NOM come Q-  TO   knew/told/ forgot/   remember/ found.out 
    ‘I knew/told/forgot/remember/found out who would come.’ 

 
Like its Spanish counterpart, omow is usually translated into think, but it can be used as wonder if to is 
added to an interrogative clause as in (22). 

The know-type predicates in (23) can take factive declarative complements with koto (‘fact’). 
 

(24) a.  [Taro-ga   ki-ta]      koto-wo sitte-iru/osie-ta/wasurete-ita/oboete-iru. 
         Taro-NOM come-PAST KOTO-ACC know/ told/  have forget/ remember 
        ‘I know/told (someone)/have forgotten/remember that Taro came.’ 
   b.  [Taro-ga   ki-ta]      koto-ga  wakar-ta. 
         Taro-NOM come-PAST KOTO-NOM find.out-PAST           

‘I found out that Taro had come.’ 
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Among the ask-type predicates in (22), omow (‘think’) resists taking a factive complement with koto as in 
(25a), fails to be an interrogative predicate without ka as in (25b), and typically selects a declarative clause 
with to as in (25c).1 

(25) a.??Taro-ga   ki-ta     koto-wo  omotta.    
       Taro-NOM come-PAST KOTO-ACC think-PAST            

‘I thought of the fact that Taro came.’  
    b. *Dare-ga   kuru ka omot-ta. 
       who-NOM come  Q  think-PAST                       ‘*I thought who came.’ 
    c.  Taro-ga  kuru  to omotta. 
      Taro-NOM come TO think-PAST                       ‘I think Taro came.’ 
   
Kangae (‘ponder’) and soozoos (‘imagine’) allow all the three complement clauses in (25a-c), while tazune 
(‘ask’) and ibukar (‘wonder’) are inherently interrogative, allowing only that of (25b). In other words, to 
in (22) does not contribute to the interrogative force of the complement clause. 

 
5. MCP, selection and CP recursion  

 
We have just observed that attitude predicates in Japanese select the quotative marker to and that to is 

unselective in allowing an interrogative complement with ka as well as a declarative complement. In fact, 
to can combine with various non-clausal categories like interjective and elliptical expressions.  

 
(26) a. Aitat  to it-ta               b.  Tokyo-kara/hayaku  to it-ta      
      ouch   TO say-PAST             Tokyo-from/quickly TO say- PAST 
      ‘(Someone) said: Ouch!’           ‘(Someone) said: It is from Tokyo/Come quickly.’ 

  
Thus, I adopt the first assumption in (27). 

 
(27)  (i) Natural languages have a complementizer (to be expressed as Cus) that is unselective for its  
       clausal complement. Only attitude verbs can select Cus. To in Japanese, che in Spanish and  
       that in standard and Irish varieties of English are examples of Cus. Irish English has a  
       nonovert Cus. 
    (ii) Cus lacks semantic content and can be transparent for the s-selectional relation between its  
       complement and an attitude verb selecting Cus. 
    (iii) Natural languages have an interrogative feature (to be expressed as [Q]) that constitutes an  
       interrogative clause. It is bundled into lexical items like ka in Japanese, if, nonovert C or  
       finite tenses in (Irish) English, and nonovert Cus in Irish English.  
 
(27ii) is motivated mainly by the paradigm given in Section 4.3. (27iii) is one of the possible analyses 
under the minimalist framework. For its detail, see Yasui (2014). (27i-iii) will be shown to account for 
various MCP presented in Section 4, where z-mindicates the presence of some selectional/licensing re-
lation, z // mits absence, and z * ma violation of selection. 
 
5.1. Omow (‘think’) selects a clause with to 

 
A clause with a wh-phrase like (28a) can be a matrix question with a rising intonation.2  

 
(28) a.  [ dare-ga (who-NOM) kuru (come) ]     
   b.  [[ dare-ga (who-NOM) kuru (come)] ka[Q] ]     
           z-------------m           
   c.  [[[[ dare-ga (who-NOM) kuru (come)] ka[Q]   ]  to  ] omotta (thought) ] 
          z--------------mz-//-mz -m     

 

1 The complement of (25a), if acceptable, is construed as factive. 
2 Without ka, a rising intonation is necessary in (28a) to license the wh-phrase. 
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If (28a) merges with the interrogative particle ka as in (28b), the wh-phrase is licensed by ka; (28b) can be 
a wh-question with or without a rising intonation. Given (27i), merging to with (28b) as in (29c) does not 
cause a selectional violation due to its unselective nature, and merging the resultant structure with omow 
is possible since omow is an attitude verb selecting to. The embedded clause of (28c) is interpreted as 
interrogative. If (28a) directly merges with to as in (29), the wh-phrase is not licensed by to.  

 
(29) ?[[[ dare-ga (who-NOM) kuru (come)] to ] omotta (thought)]  
         z------ //-------mz -m      
  
(29) can be interpreted as a matrix wh-question with a raising intonation, which is irrelevant to the discus-
sion here. It cannot be interpreted as an indirect question since to cannot license the wh-phrase. 

A clause without a wh-phrase like (30a) can merge with ka as in (30b), which can be an alternate 
question with a rising intonation. An alternative is to construe it as declarative with a non-interrogative 
sentence-final particle (SFP). 

 
(30) a.  [Taro-ga (Taro-NOM) kuru (come)] 
   b.  [[Taro-ga (Taro-NOM) kuru (come)] ka]   
   c.  [[[[ Taro-ga (Taro-NOM) kuru (come)] ka(SFP)  ]  to  ] omotta (thought) ]  
                                     z //-mz-m         
   d.  [[[[Taro-ga (Taro-NOM) kuru (come)] ka doo-ka (whether or not)] to ] omotta (thought) ] 
                                      z----- //-----mz-m  

 
If (30b) merges with to and omow (‘think’) as in (30c), the embedded clause is interpreted as declarative 
with the S-final non-interrogative particle ka. If ka doo-ka (‘whether or not’) is introduced as in (30d), it’s 
marginally possible with the embedded clause being interpreted as an alternate question. 

If (30b) directly merges with the verb omow as in (31), the resultant structure violates the selectional 
property of omow, which needs to select a declarative clause with to. 

 
(31) *[[[ Taro-ga (Taro-NOM) kuru (come)] ka ] omotta (thought) ]  
                              z-*-m   
 
Not surprisingly, (30a) can merge with to and the verb omow as in (32). 

     
(32) [[[Taro-ga (Taro-NOM) kuru (come)] to  ] omotta (thought) ]   

                      z- //-mz-m 
 

5.2. Tazune (‘ask’) s-selects interrogative  
 

Suppose that (33b) merges with tazune (‘ask’) as in (33c).  
 

(33) a.  [ dare-ga (who-NOM)  kuru (come) ]        
   b.  [[ dare-ga (who-NOM) kuru (come)] ka[Q] ] 
           z-------------m       
   c.  [[[ dare-ga (who-NOM) kuru (come)] ka[Q]] tazuneta (asked) ] 
         z---------------mz -m               

 
The wh-phrase is licensed by ka, and the s-selection of tazune is satisfied by ka. 

An alternative is to merge (33b) with to followed by tazune, as in (34).  
 

(34) [[[ dare-ga (who-NOM) kuru (come)] ka[Q] ]   to  ] tazuneta (asked) ]   
        z--------------mz //mz -m  
                              z --------m    
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Tazune can take to since it is an attitude verb. Since to is unselective, the sequence ka to is not problematic. 
The s-selection by tazune is satisfied if the intervening presence of to is ignored. Here, assumption (27ii) 
comes into play; to is transparent for the s-selection between ka and tazune. 

If (33a) merges with to first as in (35), no element can license the wh-phrase. (35) is unacceptable for 
most speakers. 

 
(35)  ?[[[ dare-ga (who-NOM) kuru (come)] to  ] tazuneta (asked) ]  
                 z---//----mz m   
                          z ------m  

 
If the embedded clause is taken as a direct quote of a question, however, it is acceptable since the selec-
tional requirement of tazune is satisfiable given (27ii). 

If an embedded clause does not contain a wh-phrase as in (36c), it is interpreted as an embedded 
alternate question since tazune should s-select interrogative unlike omow.  

 
(36) a.  [ Taro-ga (Taro-NOM) kuru (come) ]            b.  [[Taro-ga (Taro-NOM) kuru (come)] ka]  
   c.  [[[[ Taro-ga (Taro-NOM) kuru (come)] ka[Q]  ] to ] tazuneta (asked) ] 
                                 z //-mz m             
                                 z ------m   

 
As for the s-selectional relation between tazune and the clause with ka, to is ignored given (27ii). 

If (36a) merges with to directly as in (37), it is unacceptable for most native speakers. 
 

(37) ?[[Taro-ga (Taro-NOM) kuru (come)]  to ]] tazuneta (asked) ] 
                      z --//--m z m 
                      z --------m  
 
If (37) is acceptable at all, the embedded clause is necessarily interpreted as a direct quote and a rising 
intonation on the embedded verb is necessary. 

 
5.3. Soozoos (‘imagine’) s-selects declarative and interrogative 

 
Since soozoos is an attitude verb selecting an interrogative complement, (38)-(40) are all possible. 
 

(38) [ dare-ga (who-NOM)  kuru (come) ]  ka[Q] ] to  ]] soozoosita (imagined)] 
        z------------mz // mz--m  
 
(39) [ dare-ga (who-NOM) kuru (come) ]  ka[Q] ] soozoosita (imagined)]  
        z--------------mz--m   
 
(40) [[[ Taro-ga (Taro-NOM) kuru (come) ] ka[Q] ] soozoosita (imagined)] 
                                  z--m 
 
It can also take a declarative complement as in (41). 
 
(41) [[[ Taro-ga (Taro-NOM) kuru (come) ] to ] soozoosita (imagined)] 
                  z ---//---m z--m 
 
5.4. The no-da construction 

 
The Japanese copula distinguishes the conclusive (CONCL) and noun-modifying (NMOD) forms: da 

and na. Da of the no-da construction lacks the NMOD form. The CONCL and NMOD forms of other verbal 
expressions are identical. It is standardly assumed that koto and no in (42) and (43) are nouns.  

 
(42)  [[Taro-ga (Taro-NOM) kita (came)-NMOD ] [N koto/no ]-wo (ACC) hookokusita (reported)] 

                                  z--m  z -------- m 
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(43) *[[Taro-ga (Taro-NOM) kita (came) no-da-CONCL ][N koto/no ]-wo (ACC) hookokusita (reported)] 
                                  z---*--m  z -------- m 
 
The embedded main verb in (42) has an NMOD form and it is acceptable, but (43) with no-da is not. Unse-
lective to allows the no-da construction since it requires no specific category or form. 

 
(44)  [[Taro-ga (Taro-NOM) kita (came) no-da-CONCL ]  to  ] hookokusita (reported)] 
                                  z--//--mz ---- m 

 
5.5. Questions in standard English  

 
I argued in Yasui (2014) that a finite verb is a bundle of features as in (45a), which can surface as a 

matrix declarative clause in (45b). 
 

(45) a.  [ he {be, PAST, 3SG, NOM} illiterate ]                     b.  He was illiterate. 
 
A finite verb can bundle the interrogative feature [Q] as in (46a).  
 
(46) a.  [ he {be, PAST, 3SG, NOM, Q} illiterate ]  
   b.  [ {be, PAST, 3SG, Q} [ he {be, PAST, 3SG, Q} illiterate ]]     c.  Was he illiterate? 
 
Since [Q] is legitimate only in a position where it can specify the clausal force, the finite V with it moves 
into the clause-peripheral position as in (46b). It is realized as a matrix alternate question in (46c). 

If (45a) merges with if and wonder as in (47a), the embedded clause is an alternate question. 
 

(47) a.  [ wonder [CP if [Q] [ he {be, PAST, 3SG, NOM} illiterate ]]]      
        z----m  

b.  I wonder if he was illiterate. 
 

If (46b) is to merge with wonder, SAI needs to occur beforehand to specify it as interrogative as in (48a). 
 
(48) a.  [wonder [{be, PAST, 3SG, Q} [ he {be, PAST, 3SG, Q} illiterate ]]    
         z-*-m                  

b. *I wonder was he illiterate. 
 

Since wonder cannot select VP, (48b) is not acceptable in standard English. 
 

5.6. SAI in Irish varieties of English 
 
As has been observed in 4.1, (48b) is acceptable in Irish varieties of English. I have assumed in (27i) 

that Irish English has a nonovert Cus. Merging (46b) with Cus and wonder causes no selectional violation 
as shown in (49b), where the selectional requirement of wonder is satisfied given (27ii). 
 
(49) a.  [ Cus [{be, PAST, 3SG, Q} [ he {be, PAST, 3SG, Q} illiterate ]]] 
        z-//-m 
    b.  [wonder [ Cus [{be, PAST, 3SG, Q} [ he {be, PAST, 3SG, Q} illiterate ]]]  
               z-//-m              
         z------------m     
 
(49b) underlies (13a) in Section 4.1. In contrast, merging (46b) with the factive verb know as in (50a) 
yields ungrammaticality since know cannot introduce Cus and cannot take a projection of V. 
 
(50) a.  [ know [ {be, PAST, 3SG, Q}[ he {be, PAST, 3SG, Q} illiterate ]]]    b. *I know was he illiterate.     
       z -*-m             
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5.7. RTs in English

I assume a clause to which some RT has applied becomes a larger structure of a distinct category (=a), 
as in (51). Suppose that English has two kinds of that: selective (Cs) and unselective (Cus). Merging a with 
unselective that and an attitude verb like report yields no violation, as in (51), which is realized as (4a). 
 
(51)  [ report  [[Cus that ] [a beyond the next hill stood a large fortress ]] 
         z -mz------//-------m     
 
If a matrix predicate is factive like be surprised, it can only take selective that as in (52). Then, a selectional 
violation occurs; that should take a finite clause rather than a. 
 
(52) [be surprised [[Cs that] [a never in my life had I seen a hippopotamus]]  
       z --m  z----- *-----m                 

 
6. Concluding remarks and remaining issues 

 
A pair of examples like (22) and (25c) in Japanese and several other languages discussed in Section 4 

can be considered to constitute a strong piece of evidence on the existence of unselective complementizers 
(Cus) in natural languages. Attitude predicates such as believe and say are an important part of the human 
lexicon; their lexical entries necessarily involve the attitude holder’s particular set of worlds, as exempli-
fied in (8). None of the worlds in that set needs to coincide with the actual world. It is expected that the 
separation of the attitude holder’s set of worlds from the actual world in the denotations of attitude predi-
cates has a reflex in syntactic structures involving these predicates. I claim that Cus has this function. The 
CP recursion structure with Cus as a higher C has been shown to accommodate various MCP in the com-
plements of attitude predicates. More research is necessary for a precise connection between Cus and atti-
tude predicates. 
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